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Generating functions, explicit representations, and uniform asymptotic formulas 
are derived for the little q-Jacobi polynomials, the big q-Jacobi polynomials. and 
the 4#1 polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A basic hypergeometric function r+ ,#r is defined by 
(1.1) 
where the q-shifted factorial (,I; q)k is given by 
(A; q). = 1; (/I; q)n = f[ (1 -L&‘), n = 1, 2 ,..., or n = co. (I.21 
.i= I 
For all series considered here we shall assume that q satisfies 0 < /q/ < 1. 
The little q-Jacobi polynomials are 12, 5, IS] 
@;qx) = *#, 
[ 
q-“3 ah “+‘;q,qx 
ffq I 
I 
(1.3) 
They are orthogonal with respect to a purely discrete measure on the points 
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x = 1, q, q2 )... . These polynomials are related to the Jacobi polynomials 
Plp*4’(x) as follows: 
(4 o+‘; 4)” 
I!+? (4; 4)” 
@pqx) = Pyy 1 - 2x). 
In Section 2 we shall prove the generating function 
“, (x-l; q), (-xt)k “, q”2(-xat)n 
= 
Lo C&i qh (4; qL n=O (w; 41, (4; 4, z 
(1.4) 
and establish the asymptotic formulas 
qJ(x) - (-x)” q-“(n-‘)/‘(x-l; q).J(aq; q),, (1.5) 
as n -+ co, x # 0, 1, q, q2 ,..., uniformly for X, a, and /I in compact sets, and 
@YYs”) - 9 (n-m)(“-m-‘)‘2(-aq)n-m @qmC1; q),/(aq; q), (1.6) 
as it 3 00, m = 0, l,..., uniformly for a and j3 in compact sets. In the above 
relationships a, w  b, means lim,,, an/b, = 1. In proving these, we note the 
usefulness of the alternate basic hypergeometric representation 
Qa,5(x) = @cc 4L Pn-“‘2(-w4” 342 [” -II, PIa, l/x; 4,4 ” (aq; 91, h 0 I . (1.7) 
The generating function (1.4) extends a generating function of Bateman, see, 
e.g., Rainville [ 15, p. 2561. 
The 4$3 polynomials [S, 9, 221 
w,,(x) = a -“(ab; q),, (ac; 41, (a4 q)n - 443 ’ 
-“, abcdq*-‘, az, a/z; q, q 
ab, ac, ad I 
9 
(l-8) 
where z is either root of z2 - 2x2 + 1 = 0 (so that z = e*ie when x = cos 0) 
are basic analogues of the ,,F3 polynomials in [21, 22, and 231. They are 
symmetric in the four parameters a, 6, c, and d as can be seen from Sears’ 
transformation (3.1). They satisfy orthogonality relations with various 
weight functions, some continuous with support on [- 1, 11, some purely 
discrete, some mixed, depending on the values of the parameters. In 
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Section 3 we derive the generating function 
cc 
W,(x) t” 
n?. (a& 4)” WC; q),, (4; qh, 
a/z,blz;q,zt 
ab ] 29, [ czydy “‘1, (1.9) 
and the following asymptotic estimates. Set 
A(z) = (az; q), W; q), (cz; qL, (dz; qLJ(z*; qL,- (1.10) 
Ifx@G(-l,l]andwechoosez(z2-2xz+1=O)with/z]<1,then 
W,(x) - z-“/i(z) (1.11) 
as n -+ co, uniformly for x, a, b, c, and d in compact sets. If x # f 1 but is 
inside the ellipse with foci f 1 and vertices f i [ 1 q 1 I” + 1 q / - “‘1, then 
W,(x) = z -“A(z) + z”A(zC’) + o(q”‘2), (1.12) 
as n -+ co, uniformly for x, a, b, c, and d in compact sets. In particular, 
(1.12) holds for x in the interval (- 1, 1). If we further require that q be real 
and that non-real parameters among a, b, c, and d occur in conjugate pairs 
then W,(x) is real for real x and (1.12) reduces to 
WJCOS e) = 2 pl(P)l cos(n8 - 4) + o(q”‘2), (1.13) 
as n + co, 0 < 8 < rc, 4 = arg A(P). 
The 4#3 polynomials contain as special cases the Al-Salam-Chihara 
polynomials [ 1 ] and the Rogers (or continuous) q-ultraspherical polynomials 
[6]. Al-Salam and Chihara [l] mentioned the weight function for their 
polynomials only in a very special case. The full case of the Al-Salam- 
Chihara polynomials, when 141 < 1, including asymptotic and explicit 
formulas, generating functions, and orthogonality relations, was treated in 
[7]. See also 191. 
Andrews and Askey ]5] introduced and studied the big q-Jacobi 
polynomials 
P,(x) = P,(x; a, P, Y : 4) := 342 
[ 
q 
-n, c&“’ ‘3 x; 4. q 
aq, Y4 I* 
(1.14) 
These are also q-analogues of the ordinary Jacobi polynomials since 
)+Ip (4 a+‘; 41, (q; q)n P,(x; q”, q4, - 1 : 4) = ~Y’W. 
These polynomials are orthogonal on a finite interval with respect to a 
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purely discrete measure. In Section 4 we first establish the alternate basic 
hypergeometric representation 
-n 
(-y)” qncn+ l)‘* 
() [ 
p”; q -4%l,q 
P,(x; a,P, y:q) = 
(Y4; 4)n Y 
Iz d2 q-“y 2 yq’?n 
3- 
PX I 
(1.15) 
then use it to obtain the generating function 
cc (Y4i s>, t” 
E. (q; q)n (qp; q), Pn(x; a, 8, y:q) 
F @q/x; 91, @xl” F W/Y; qlk t-v)” qkck+ 0” 
,iO taq; dn (4; dn kyo (4; q)k (& q)k ’ (“16) 
This is also a generalization of Bateman’s generating function [ 15, p. 2561. 
Furthermore, we prove the asymptotic relationship 
P,(x; a, P, y : 4) - x”(aqlx; s>, (w/x; 4L 
0% SAC (aq; qL72 
(1.17) 
as n 3 co, for fixed x # 0, aqm+‘, yqm+‘, m = 0, l,..., uniformly for x, a, p, 
and y in compact sets. This describes the asymptotic behavior of the 
polynomials off the spectrum. We shall also prove 
P,(wm+‘;a,P,y:q)- Wq”+‘ly;q),am(-lY yn-mqm2+;n(n+l,-mn (vc s>, (w 4h (1.18) 
as n --t co, uniformly for a, /3, and y in compact sets. 
The remaining spectra1 points are x = yqmt ‘, m = 0, l,... . The asymptotic 
behavior at these points follows from (1.18) and the symmetry property 
P,(x; y, P, a : 4) = P,(x; a, #/a, y : 41, see (1.14). 
Finally, Section 5 contains remarks on the relationship between 
asymptotic formulas of orthogonal polynomials {p,(z)} and the support of 
the measure that the p,,‘s are orthogonal with respect to. We also point out 
how the methods of the present work can provide asymptotic formulas for 
slightly more general polynomials. 
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2. THE LITTLE ~-JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
Proof of (1.5). In the sum defining @;ao(x) (see (1.1) and (1.3)) replace 
the summation index k by n - k and apply 
(q-“; q)“-/( = C-l)“- k q'k-n)(ntktl)12(q;q)n/(q;q)k 
to obtain 
(-x)-n (&;q), qn(n-,),2Q;,yX)= f- (&;q)2n-k (-x)-kqk(k-1)'2 
(9; s>, k5,, (&q)n-k b&q),-k(q;q)k ' 
(2.2) 
If we can justify interchanging the summation and limiting processes we can 
use Euler’s formula (see (6), p. 66 in ] lo]) 
k(k-‘)‘2(-x)k/(q; q)k = (x; q), (2.3) 
to get 
lim (-x))” qncn-“‘* @z”(X) = (X-‘; q),/(aq; q), . 
n-cc (2.4) 
Justifying the limit process is just an application of Tannery’s theorem [ 11, 
p. 3 16 ]. Tannery’s teorem is the discrete version of the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem. Since {(a/Is; q),},“10 and ( I/(q; q), (aq; q), ] :=0 are 
both convergent sequences, the numbers (abq; q)2n _ k/(q; q), _ k (aq; q),,- I, 
0 < k < n ,< co, are uniformly bounded. Also, the series in (2.3) converges 
absolutely, so Tannery’s theorem applies. Since all the bounds and 
convergence results used in the proof are uniform for x, (r, and /I in compact 
sets, so is (2.4). This proves formula’ (1.5). 
Other proofs of (1.5) come from applying Tannery’s theorem to the series 
in (2.7) below or from applying Darboux’s method (see Section 3 for 
example) to the generating function (1.4). 
Proof of (1.4). The transformation 
2$, ( A,B;q,r c 
is the q-analogue of the Pfaff-Kummer transformation and was proven by 
Andrews [4] as a limiting case of an earlier identity of N. Hall connecting 
640/36/l-4 
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two &‘s. When we apply (2.5) to the series defining @T”(x), and 
manipulate the q-factorials using 
(fw”; q>,Q = (-A)” qk’k-‘)‘2-nk(q/fk s),l(slk q)n-kr (2.6) 
we find that 
(x-‘; q)&+ qk’k-‘)(@k 
ii-%; q)n-k (4; q)n-k 6% q)k (9; q>k’ (2’7) 
Multiplying by t” and summing from n = 0 to co immediately gives (1.4). 
Proof of (1.6) and (1.7). Formula (1.7) is another version of (2.7) 
obtained by writing the sum in reverse order (replacing k by n - k in each 
term) and then putting it in basic hypergeometric form by using (2.6) in the 
form 
(1; q)n-k = (-,i-k qk’k+‘f’2-“k(& q),/(q-“+‘/A; q)k. (2.8) 
When x= q”, m = 0, I,2 ,..., we see that the &, in (1.7) is a sum of m t 1 
terms, a polynomial in q-“. As n -+ co, the only asymptotically significant 
term is the (m + I)st term. This shows that 
(pq; q)m 
@,"'%") N (aq; q)m * 
qnlnt 1)/2(-aqmf" qmlm-l,a-mq-2”m(q-~; q)m qm 
(p4; 9k (4; 4h 
A little simplification yields (1.6). 
3. THE & POLYNOMIALS 
Proof of (1.9). Sears’ transformation (see 15, 9, 16)) 
4#3 [” 
-*,a,b,c;q,q 
4 e,f I 
bc 
=(--I 
n (de/k q),, Wbc; qh, 
d k 9L df; qh 
-n, a, d/b, d/c; q, 4 
d, de/be, df/bc 1 
(3-l) 
(valid when def = abcq-” + ‘) is the basic analogue of Whipple’s J3 
transformation (1) [ 10, p. 561. It contains as a limiting case the ,#2 
transformation from which Andrews proved (2.5). Applied to the series 
defining W,,(x), it gives 
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W,(x) = (ab; q), (cdzq”-‘)” (q-“+‘/dz; 4)” (q-“+‘lcz; q), 
x 443 
L 
q 
-“, a/z, 9 -‘+ ‘/cd, b/z; q, q 
ab, q -n+‘/dz, q-“+‘fcz 1 ’ 
The identities (2.6) and (2.8) allow us to write this as 
wn (xl 
(ah s>, (cd; q),, (4; s>, 
= .+ (a/z; dk (b/z; dk Zk (CZ; q)n-k (dz; q)n-kz-“+k 
kyO (ah q)k (4; q)k (4 q)n-k (4; q)n-k 
. (3.2) 
Multiplying by t” and summing over n leads to (1.9). 
Proof of (1.11). We let n tend to co in (3.2). The numbers (cz; q)n-k 
(dz; q),-J(cd; q)n- k (q; q)n-k, 0 < k < n < co, are uniformly bounded, since 
the sequence { (cz; q), (dz; q),/(cd; q), (q; q),}zTo converges. Also the series 
+ (a/z; q)k (b/z; q)k Zzk 
k:O (ah dk (9; dk 
converges absolutely and has the sum (az; q), (bz; q),/(ab; q), (z*; q)a by 
the q-analogue of Gauss’ theorem [ 10, p. 681. So Tannery’s theorem gives 
W,(x) 
(ah q),, (cd; q),, (6 s>, N ’ 
-,, (cc q), (dz; s>, (w qL, (bz; q)m 
(cd; q)m (4; q)m Cab; q), (z2; s>, ’ 
which simplifies to (1.11). The result holds uniformly for LI, b, c, d, and z in 
compact sets because the bound and convergence theorem used in the proof 
hold uniformly. 
Another proof of (1.11) uses Darboux’s method and is similar to the 
following- proof. 
Proof of (1.12). We need a slight generalization of a theorem of 
Darboux. If f (t) = CzZO f, t” and g(t) = JJ,“=o g, t” are analytic in ((t / < r} 
and f(t) - g(t) is continuous in (] t ] < r), then f, = g, + O(r-“). The theorem 
and its proof in [ 14, p. 3101 are easily extended to show that iff(t) and g(t) 
depend on parameters a,,..., a,,, and f(t) - g(t) is a continuous function of 
t, a,, a,,..., a, for a,, a,,..., a,,, restricted to compact sets and (t 1 < r, then the 
conclusion holds uniformly with respect to the parameters. 
We use the generating function on the right-hand side of (1.9) as f (I). The 
nature of the singularities of a *$, is revealed by the q-Pfaff-Kummer 
transformation (2.5). In fact, f(t) has simple poles at t = z *’ and no other 
singularities in (1 t ) < / q( - “’ }. Furthermore, 
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= A(z){(ah 4)m (cd; s>, (4; SLJ’, 
where the *$,‘s were evaluated by the q-analogue of Gauss’ summation 
theorem (see [ 10, p. 681 or [ 17, (3.3.2.5), p. 971). By symmetry, 
,liIl, (1 - tz) f(t) = ‘4(z - ‘)/(a& q), (cd; q), (4; q), . 
Thus, a suitable comparison function is 
g(t)=A(z)(l -t/z))’ +A(z-I)(1 --z)-’ 
(ah 41, (cd; 4)m (9; s>, ’ 
and Darboux’s method yields (1.12). 
4. THE BIG q-JACOBI Polynomials 
One way to prove (1.15) is to setf = (&/de) q’ -” and let a --) 0 in Sears’ 
transformation (3.1). This leads to 
4 
-n 
a(I 
P,(x; a, P, Y: 4) = 
(pxq”)” (Jpyx; q), 
34z 
q-“y p ) xiq3 q 
(VI; s>, 
I- I 
aq 79’ --!I 
’ (4.1) 
’ Px 
which reduces to (1.15) after some manipulations. 
Proof of (1.16). Let k be the summation index in the 3#2 function in 
(1.15). Clearly n > k > 0. Replace k by n - k and use (2.8) to get 
P.(x;o,wp:q)=(q;%j(~:q)” 
; n 
x 6 tadx; q)npk @x/Y; dkXnpk(-dk 
k=,l ca% q)np,k (4; q)n-k (6 q>k (@; q)k ’ 
k(k+ II/Z. (4 2) 
’ 
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Now multiply both sides of (4.2) by t”(qy; q), ((q; q)n (q/3; q),} PI and sum 
over n > 0. The interchange of the sums over n and k yields (1.16). 
Proof of (1.17). The argument is similar to the one used to prove (1.6). 
Tannery’s theorem implies 
= (as/x; 4L.2 . 
(aq; q), 2~ 2’1 [ 
P-e Y9l-w 43 w 
4P 1 
= (4x; 4L h/x; 4h 
f&i s>, (aq; 4L 
by the q-analogue of Gauss’ theorem [ 10, p. 68 or 17, p. 97). This proves 
(1.17). 
Finally we come to (1.18). 
Proofof(1.18). When x=aqm+‘, (1.15) reduces to 
Pn(aqm+‘; a,~,~:q)=(-~~;g~;ilil? (a/?q”+‘/y;q), 
; n 
[ 
q 
-m 
x 34* ‘q 
-n, q-*/P; 4>9 
aq, y9 1 -*-mlP, . 
(4.3) 
The summation index, say k, in the above ,ti2 varies between 0 and m when 
n > m. Hence for suffkiently large n, the interchange of the finite summation 
and limiting processes is justified. The dominant term in the sum is the term 
k = m. Therefore we have, by (4.3), 
pn(qm+‘; a,P, y:q) - 
(-y)” qncn+ I)/2 (aPs”+‘ly;q), Wm;4L 
(m s>, (aq; 41, (9: s>, 
c ) 
m 
x _: qmm+1-2n)12, 
which reduces to (1.18) after some simplification. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The asymptotic behavior of orthogonal polynomials on and off the 
interval of orthogonality is closely related to the measure that the 
polynomials are orthogonal with respect to; see Askey and Ismail (71, Nevai 
[ 131, and Szego [ 191 for details and references. The Szego class is the class 
of polynomials {P,(z)} that are orthogonal on (-1, 1) with respect a 
measure ,U with dp/dx = w(x), w  > 0 on (-1, 1) and c!, ]log w(x)] 
dx/dz < co. The Szego theory determines the asymptotic behavior of 
P,(z) as II -+ co and z fixed, z # f 1 in terms of w; see Szego [ 19, Chap. 12 ] 
for details. The little and big q-Jacobi polynomials represent the other 
extreme, that is, discrete orthogonal polynomials. The rule of thumb seems to 
be that the point masses of the measure are at the points z that make the 
coefficient of the main term in the asymptotic expansion of P,(z) vanish. For 
example, (1.5) suggests that the support of discrete component of the 
measure corresponding to the little q-Jacobi polynomials coincides with the 
points x = qk, k = 0, l,,.. . Furthermore, the absence of oscillatory terms in 
(1.5) suggests that the measure is purely discrete. These guesses are indeed 
correct and can be proved from general theorems when 
-1 <q < 1, O<aq< 1, P4< 1. 
The little q-lacobi polynomials satisfy the orthogonality relation 
(5.1) 
G a’q’(q’+ l; q)m 
,eo @7i+1; q), 
@y(d) cP;*yqq 
a”s”(4w+ l; 4)m (4; dn 4nJl 
= @q”+ ‘; q), (aq; 41, (aq; 41, (1 - aPqzn+‘) ’ (5.2) 
The condition (5.1) guarantees the positivity of the discrete measure in (5.2). 
On the other hand (5.2) remains valid under the less restrictive conditions 
-1 <q< 1, laql < 1, j?#q-k, k= 1,2 ,.... (5.3) 
When (5.3) holds but (5.1) is violated the point masses in (5.2) change sign. 
So guessing the support of the measure from the asymptotics seems to work 
even when the measure is not necessarily positive. The reason it works when 
the measure is positive is that when the moment problem is determined, that 
is, the positive measure is unique, the Christoffel function p(z) = Cp ]P,(z)]’ 
diverges off the discrete spectrum and converges on it, where P,(z) are the 
orthonormal polynomials. In fact if p(x,,) < co, then the mass at X, is 
l/&x,). There are no such results known for signed measures because such 
measures are not unique. Formula (1.17) similarly suggests that the big q- 
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Jacobi polynomials are orthogonal with respect to a purely discrete measure 
supported at the points aq”‘+’ and yqmil, which is also true (see Andrews 
and Askey [5]). 
We now analyze (1.11) and (1.13) in view of the above remarks. Clearly 
(1.11) and (1.13) suggest that the support of the absolutely continuous 
component of the corresponding measure is I-1, 11. Moreover, the coef- 
ficient of the main term in the asymptotic expansion of W,(x) vanishes if 
and only if uz, bz, cz, or dz is q-k, k = 0, l,.... We first consider solutions to 
az = q -k. If (a] ( 1, az cannot take any of the values qpk. On the other hand 
if a > 1, az=qmk will have only finitely many solutions (x’s) because z is 
the root of z2 - 2xz + 1 that has absolute value less than unity. Similarly, 
bz=qpk, cz=qvk, or dz=q -k have at most finitely many solutions. The 
4#3 polynomials belong to the Szegii class when 1 CI 1 < 1, ] b 1 < 1, I c/ < 1, 
IdI < 1, so (1.11) and (1.12) also follow, in this case, from Theorems 12.1.2 
and 12.1.4 in Szego [19]. 
It is worth mentioning that the way we proved (1.5) can be used to 
determine the asymptotic behavior of the more general polynomials 
-n, alqn ,..., aSqn, a,+, ,..., a,; q, qx 
b q”,,a., b q” b b ’ 
I I ’ ,+ I ).‘.3 I 1 
Following the same steps of the proof of (1.5) we obtain 
lim (-x))” q n(n - 1)12@Jx) = (a s+,;4)00 .-* (ar;q>cc (x-I.q) 
n+cc 1 (bt+1;q)cx,... (b,;qLc ’ O”’ 
It is easy to generalize (1.11) and (1.17) in a similar fashion. 
The idea of using Tannery’s theorem to compute the main terms in the 
asymptotic expansion for orthogonal polynomials has been used by Watson 
[20], Ismail [ 121, and Al-Salam and Ismail (31 in the cases of Lommel, q- 
Lommel, and the U,(x; a, b)‘s, respectively. The U,,‘s are generated by 
U&x; a, 6) = 1, U,(x; a, 6) = x(1 + a), U,+,(x; a, b) = x(1 + aq”) 
U,,(x; a, b) - bq”-’ U,-,(x; a, b), n > 0. 
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